Quantifying QoE of Mobile Video Consumption in a Real-Life Setting Drawing on Objective and Subjective Parameters
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Abstract—The ability to quantify Quality of Experience (QoE, i.e. the users’ subjective perception of the ‘overall acceptability of an application or service’), will play a major role in the success of future multimedia services such as mobile video watching. Such QoE-evaluations are however still challenging, especially in real-life (or so-called ‘Living Lab’), user settings. According to our knowledge, this paper is the first to present a methodology for the multi-dimensional quantification of QoE during mobile video watching in real-life settings. A measurement study drawing on the evaluation of objective and subjective QoE aspects by a user panel resulted in a model for quantifying QoE during mobile video watching based on user behavior and technical parameters such as network and video quality.

Index Terms—mobile video, Quality of Experience, user experiment, objective evaluation techniques, subjective evaluation techniques, Living Lab.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the mobile communications domain, characterized by a heterogeneity and increasing offer of services and applications, users’ Quality of Experience (QoE) has become a crucial determinant of the success or failure of new applications and services. QoE has been defined by ITU as ‘the overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user’ [1], and this QoE can be influenced by various aspects, such as subjective human factors (e.g. expectations), contextual factors, and technical performance parameters [2]. It is increasingly argued that the ability to understand, quantify and optimize QoE in various user contexts will play a major role in the design of future multimedia services, not the least in the dynamic mobile media domain [3].

From the viewpoint of the user, the multi-dimensional character of human experiences and the influence of contextual variables upon the interaction with ICT products is emphasized. From a network and performance perspective on the other hand, there is a need for quantified insights and clear threshold values. Both perspectives can be seen as complementary. Yet, the integration of knowledge and expertise from these different traditions and perspectives is still ongoing.

The objective of this paper is to quantify the QoE of mobile video consumption in a real-life setting based user behavior and technical parameters such as network and video quality. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing work on QoE and places this research in the wider context of QoE. Section 3 is dedicated to the mobile video experiment and provides an overview of the logged subjective and objective data. A model for quantifying the QoE during mobile video watching is provided in Section 4. The conclusion of this user study is provided in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous work on correlating network QoS and QoE mainly focus on the audiovisual quality. As a result, these studies do not cover all aspects that influence the QoE (like loading or rebuffering times). The influence of network loss and burst size on the audiovisual quality and acceptability of streaming video is studied by using subjective measurements in [4]. This research found that increasing loss levels result in poorer user opinions of both quality and acceptability. The impact of data loss on the quality of MPEG-2 video was investigated in [5]. This study also analyzed how the user-perceived quality is related to the average encoding bitrate of the video. In [6], the impact of both jitter and packet loss on perceptual quality of packet video are measured and compared. This research found that jitter degrades perceptual quality nearly as much as does packet loss, and that perceptual quality degrades sharply even with low levels of jitter or packet loss as compared to perceptual quality for perfect video.

These studies are usually based on standardized assessment methods for audiovisual quality evaluation as e.g. described in [7] and [8]. These assessment methods are used for quantifying and simulating users’ quality perceptions in order
to optimize the relevant technical parameters. This type of research makes it possible to investigate the relative influence of particular isolated parameters on users’ quality perceptions. However, the external validity of such controlled environment tests is highly questionable if the focus is on the assessment of users’ experiences and quality perceptions concerning mobile applications or services. Here, the lack of realistic and natural contexts-of-use can be considered as problematic. In this paper, we therefore focus on the possible relevance and complementarities of more realistic, living lab test environments.

In the past, various studies on mobile video quality assessment were set up. A lot of them focused on mobile television. An interesting result is that the offered picture ratio mainly has an impact on the legibility of textual material and the ability to detect small details [9]. Moreover the significance of audio in low bitrates was emphasized. Examples in which the extension towards more natural and realistic research environments was made by organizing field trials or conducting living lab studies can also be found in the literature [10], [11].

As it is still largely unknown how objective network parameters, i.e. Quality of Service (QoS) [12], technical video properties and user contexts can be used to measure, estimate, and optimize QoE related to mobile video watching [13], the main objective of this paper is to quantify QoE related to mobile video watching using mobile telecommunications technologies. Objective measurements of technical parameters were performed by means of a mobile agent implemented on the test devices. Additionally, subjective evaluations were gathered by means of a questionnaire on the device, displayed immediately after a viewing session and self-reporting collected using traditional paper diaries. This paper proposes a methodology for linking users’ subjective quality and experience assessment, behavior information, and technical parameters of the network and video (which are objectively measured during video watching). The exploratory Living Lab experiment described in this paper resulted in a QoE model that can be used for predicting and optimizing the users’ experience during mobile video watching.

III. MOBILE VIDEO EXPERIMENT

A. Test Setup

Given the possible influence of contextual factors on users’ QoE, there is a need for studying this QoE in real-life and realistic settings. In literature, the ‘Living Lab’ concept is pushed forward in this respect. A Living Lab is defined by [14] as “environment for innovation and development where users are exposed to new ICT solutions in (semi) realistic contexts, as part of medium- or long-term studies targeting evaluation of new ICT solutions and discovery of innovation opportunities”. Since Living Labs draw on real people's experiences, QoE research in such settings will likely yield more accurate results and have a higher validity than research in controlled environments [15], [16].

For this exploratory Living Lab experiment, 29 test users, who are experienced smart phone users and indicated in a preceding recruitment survey that they are interested in video content, were asked to watch 28 videos on a mobile device (Nexus One phone running Android 2.1) in their natural environment. After watching a clip, they were asked to answer a few questions (on a 5-point star rating scale) to evaluate the audiovisual aspects and the QoE on the device (Figure 1a).

Before the test, every user received instructions in a preceding instruction meeting. After the general information on how to switch on/off, use, and charge the device, it was explained how to access the test application and how to select and watch the videos. Next, it was also shown how to fill in the questionnaire using the touch screen. At the end of the briefing session, every test user was given a device, a diary (to provide additional feedback) and an instruction leaflet with practical information, screenshots, and relevant instructions related to the grading scales and univocal interpretation of the questions. In total, 6 instruction meetings were organized (in groups of five test users). The data gathering phase took just over three months since five Nexus One devices rotated among the test users.

Every test user had one full week time to watch all the videos. Since we aimed to explore the actual viewing behavior in a natural context-of-use, the respondents could decide themselves when and where they watched the videos. One test user who pulled out before the actual test period due to time constraints, was not replaced. So 29 people (22 male and 7 female) between 20 and 61 years old (mean = 33.10, standard deviation = 9.97) participated in the study. This yielded 812 samples, providing enough data to develop a QoE model for mobile video watching. Every test user received a gift voucher of 10 Euro as incentive. The 28 videos, a fixed, predefined list of movie trailers covering different genres (as visualized in Figure 1b), had a duration between 2 and 3 minutes.

![Fig. 1. Screenshots of the video application on the mobile device. The left part (a) illustrates the questionnaire, the right part (b) shows the video selection mechanism.](image-url)
B. Video types: quality and transport protocol

To investigate the influence of the video quality and the transport protocol on the QoE, the video list consisted of 4 categories: 7 low-quality videos using RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol), 7 high-quality videos using RTP, 7 low-quality videos using progressive download (based on HTTP) and 7 high-quality videos using progressive download.

Both RTP and progressive download are often used but have different characteristics in terms of possible influence on the user’s experience. RTP defines a standardized packet format for delivering audio and video over IP networks and is used extensively in communication and entertainment systems that involve streaming media, like teleconference applications. These streaming media require timely delivery of information and allow no retransmissions in case of packet loss, which may lead to noticeable distortions for the user. Progressive download is a technique used to transfer digital media files, in which users may begin playback of the media before the download is complete. For transferring media, progressive download is typically using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) which is based on a reliable transport layer protocol for host-to-host data transfer, in most cases TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). Since TCP guarantees a reliable, ordered delivery of a stream of data by using packet retransmissions and buffers, no video distortion will occur. However, packet delay or retransmissions may cause rebuffering interruptions of the media player [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Technical Parameters of the Mobile Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Quality Video</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framerate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Quality Video</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framerate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These transfer protocols were combined with two video qualities to investigate their impact upon the user’s quality evaluation and to explore whether users prefer a more fluent video playback (even if this implies lower video quality) or whether they prefer a higher video quality (implying rebuffering interruptions and possible image distortion). Technical details concerning the two video quality versions that were used in the test are provided in Table I. Test users, not informed about the variable quality or transport protocol, received a randomly-mixed list of videos (as illustrated in Figure 1b). However, a statistical T-test proved the different qualities (p = 0.0) and transport protocols (p = 9.0·10^-4) can be distinguished by the user, resulting in varying experiences.

C. Data Logging

The mobile video measurement is performed according to the context-aware experience sampling method in a commercial UMTS / HSDPA (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System / High Speed Downlink Packet Access) network in Belgium. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the video delivery system consisting of the client (i.e. the smartphone running the video player), video server and technical database.

While playing a video, the following technical, objective parameters regarding the video and network connection are logged: video resolution, transport protocol (RTS or progressive download), packet-loss rate for the audio and video track, the mean and maximum jitter (i.e., the variability over time of the packet latency across the network) for audio and video, network type (e.g., UMTS, HSDPA, GPRS), number of handovers (i.e., all kinds of radio cell reselections) and inter-system handovers (i.e., different data connection-type cell reselections e.g., between UMTS and HSDPA), and RSSI (received signal strength indicator).

In addition, objective parameters about the video session and watching behavior are registered: movement of the device (i.e., the GPS signal to track the mobility during the video watching), early interruption of the video (e.g., due to network disconnection or a disinterest of the user), metadata about the video (id, title, length) and the start and end of the session (timestamp).

As mentioned above, users were also asked to fill in a questionnaire on the device, immediately after each video watching session. This subjective evaluation assesses the user’s appreciation of the content and his/her opinion concerning the loading speed, fluency, general experience, and noticeable distortion in the watched video. A question about the physical context of the test user (“Are you at home, on the move, at work, or somewhere else?”), together with the objectively logged movements of the device, provide information about the usage context. Additionally, extra feedback was collected in the user diaries.

The collected data were cleaned and integrated into one data file containing the logged technical data, the subjective ratings collected through the questionnaires on the device and the paper diary entries for every question. In this paper, we zoom in on one particular aspect, i.e., the subjective evaluation of the user’s experience during the video watching session. After
excluding a small number of data samples (for which the question regarding the experience was not answered), the data set consisted of 684 subjective evaluations of user's experience together with the technical parameters of the video session.

IV. MODELING THE QoE

A. Distribution of the experience ratings

Figure 3 visualizes the histograms of the ratings provided by the test users regarding their general experience during the video watching session. This histogram shows that the majority of the video sessions rated with an experience value of 4 or 5 stars, are based on a high quality video source. In contrast, the majority of the videos sessions characterized by a poor or moderate QoE (2 or 3 stars) are based on a low quality video source.

Furthermore, the histogram indicates that more video sessions which received an excellent experience evaluation (5 stars) are using progressive download, than using streaming (RTP). The ability of progressive download to avoiding packet loss by packet retransmissions, might lead to a better QoE.

However, the quality of the video source and the transport protocol alone are not sufficient to explain all experience values. E.g. video sessions with a very bad experience (1 star) are mostly using high quality video sources. This bad experience might be due to a limited bandwidth causing annoying video distortions, extra rebuffering times or video interruptions. Since high quality videos require more bandwidth, distortions, rebufferings, and interruptions have a higher probability of occurrence during the transmitting of these high quality videos. In case of a limited bandwidth (e.g. while using a GPRS connection), low quality videos might be more robust for these distortions and rebufferings, leading to a better QoE than the high quality videos.

As a result, a thorough statistical analysis is required to model the QoE during a mobile video session based on the technical parameters of the video and the transport protocol, but also the network parameters, and the watching behavior.

B. Training and evaluating the decision tree

The QoE of the end-user during video watching on the mobile device can be obtained by assessing the subjective experience of the user through a questionnaire, like in this research experiment. However, since such a questionnaire might be too intrusive and not desirable in commercial applications, the measurement or estimation of QoE must be based on the available technical properties, obtained without user interference. In this experiment, we modeled the user's QoE, obtained via the questionnaire, based on the technical parameters of the video, the transport protocol, the network parameters, and the watching behavior of the user. This model of the user's experience is obtained via a decision tree, a classification technique that uses a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences [18]. This decision support tool is generally preferred over other nonparametric techniques because of the readability of their learned hypotheses and the efficiency of training and evaluation.

The minimum set of technical parameters required to model the QoE was determined through a statistical analysis. The resulting parameters regarding the video session that are used as input for the decision tree are: the transport protocol, the quality of the video source, the types of data network that were used to transmit the video, the number of handovers during transmission, and the percentage of the video that was actually watched by the user. Because of the mutual correlation of the technical parameters, additional parameters, like packet loss, jitter, mobility of the user, and signal strength of the network, have no additional information value and do not further improve the classification model; i.e. the inclusion of these parameters in the decision tree did not lead to a further decrease of the misclassification rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of test samples</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct classification</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 star misclassification</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 stars misclassification</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 stars misclassification</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 stars misclassification</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To train the decision tree, 90% of the data samples were used as training set (i.e. 616 randomly selected samples); the remaining 10% (68 samples) constitutes the test set and was utilized for the validation of the decision tree. After training the decision tree, the samples in the test set were classified according to the obtained decision model and the misclassification rate was calculated. This procedure was repeated 20 times to eliminate influences of the random data partitioning in training and test set. The averages of the misclassification rates, obtained during these 20 iterations, are indicated in Table II. For almost half of the test samples (46.2%), the decision tree is able to correctly predict the QoE rating provided by the user based on the watching behavior, transport protocol and the technical parameters of the video and the network. Moreover the QoE of 81.6% of the video sessions is classified correct or within an acceptable error margin of 1 star. The ratio of severe misclassifications (i.e. 3
or 4 stars deviance between the predicted experience and the actual experience) is limited to 2.3% of the samples, which proofs the usefulness of the decision tree.

C. Predicting the experience based on the decision tree

Figure 3 shows the visualization of the decision tree, which can be used to predict the user’s experience based on the technical parameters of the video session. To avoid over fitting and limit the complexity of the model, the decision tree was pruned until a deviance\(^1\) of 0.008 was obtained. The starting point of this decision tree is the root, situated at the top of the figure.

At the first fork, a decision is made based on the quality of the video source: if the video source has a low quality, the left branch is chosen; the right branch is followed, in case of a high quality video source. These low quality videos typically induce a poor to moderate QoE: the experience ratings for low quality videos are ranging from 1 to 3 stars. If the video is mainly transmitted over a slow network (e.g., GPRS), a low quality video source might be necessary to avoid packet losses and jitter, inducing video distortions. Progressive download can resolve these packet losses and avoid distortions by using retransmission but may thereby introduce extra rebuffering times. The subjective evaluations of the user tests learned that users prefer videos without distortions, even if this implies some extra rebuffering moments. Progressive download is therefore a good choice for the content of the video. Alternatively, the video interruption might be due to a network problem (e.g., a network disconnection), which also induces a bad experience for the user. Therefore the decision tree provides a prediction of 2 stars for the QoE in this condition.

In case of a high quality video source, the right half of the decision tree is used to classify the QoE. A GPRS connection is basically too slow to transmit the high quality video, thereby introducing distortions or interruptions during video playback. So, if a GPRS network is used for (more than 10%) of the transmission of the high quality video, the QoE is not be acceptable, which is indicated by a prediction of 1 star for the experience value. The other branch represents the situation of transmitting a high quality video source over a fast data network (no or limited GPRS is used). In this situation, the QoE is predicted based on the fraction of the video that is actually watched by the user. Videos might be interrupted by the user because of a bad experience (due to a low audiovisual quality or uninteresting content). In addition, video interruptions due to network problems can be the cause of a bad QoE. As a result, these early video interruptions lead to a prediction value of 1 star for the QoE.

High quality videos that are transmitted over a fast network without an early video interruption (more than 75% of the video is watched) indicate a good QoE. In this situation, the experience value is predicted based on the used transport protocol and the number of handovers. High quality video sources streamed over the cellular data network may suffer from packet loss and jitter, inducing video distortions. Progressive download can resolve these packet losses and avoid distortions by using retransmission but may thereby introduce extra rebuffering times. The subjective evaluations of the user tests learned that users prefer videos without distortions, even if this implies some extra rebuffering moments. In other words, users have a better experience with videos transmitted using progressive download, than with streamed videos (using RTP). Therefore, the experience of video sessions using progressive download is predicted to be (1 star) better than the experience of video sessions based on streaming.

During a handover, an ongoing data session is transferred from one channel or cell to another one. Since this process may introduce an interruption of the data transmission, it can have an influence on the QoE. As a result, the decision tree predicts a lower experience value for video sessions with handovers than for sessions without handovers.

This decision tree can be used to predict and improve the user’s QoE of a mobile video session. E.g., if a fast cellular data network is available for the transmission of half of the video, (i.e. 50% of the video is transmitted over a GPRS network and 50% is transmitted over a faster network like UMTS or HSDPA), a low quality video source might be acceptable. In this situation, the user will rate her experience with 3 stars, according to the decision tree. On the other hand, a video session that is stopped early by the user (less than 75% of the video is watched) can indicate a bad experience due to an unacceptable audiovisual quality or a disinterest of the user for the content of the video. Alternatively, the video interruption might be due to a network problem (e.g. a network disconnection), which also induces a bad experience for the user. Therefore the decision tree provides a prediction of 2 stars for the QoE in this condition.

---

\(^1\) Prune on deviance is a measure that defines a stopping rule in the pruning process based on maximum-likelihood principles.
preferred above a high quality video source. In this situation, the decision tree predicts an experience value of 1 star for the high quality video source, while the low quality video source receives 2 or 3 stars depending on the fraction of the video that is actually watched. In contrast, if a fast cellular data network is available for the complete transmission of the video (and video playback is not interrupted), a higher quality video source might result in a better QoE, as indicated in the decision tree.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the results from an exploratory study on the user’s QoE during mobile video watching. Test users were asked to watch 28 video trailers in random combinations of two video qualities (high and low) and two transport protocols for video (real-time transport protocol and progressive download using HTTP). Although users could watch the offered content where and when they wanted, we label this study as semi-living lab since the test users were 1) given an additional device to perform the test, 2) asked to watch a limited and pre-defined content list, 3) given one week time to finish the test. Subjective experience evaluations, gathered by means of short questionnaires on the device and traditional paper diaries, were combined with the logging of technical parameters regarding the video quality, transport protocol, network characteristics and watching behavior of the user.

Based on these data, a decision tree is created to quantify the QoE during mobile video watching. This model provides application developers and service providers a tool that clarifies which and how technical parameters influence the QoE and how the parameters have to be adapted to optimize the QoE. E.g. if no fast cellular data network is available (only a GPRS network is available), the model predicts a bad QoE for high quality video sources due to distortions or a large amount of rebufferings during video playback. In this case, low quality video sources might result in a better QoE. If a fast data network is available, a high quality video transmitted using progressive download provides an optimal QoE.
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